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Boards - New on Offer
All New Boards ON SALE!
Fanatic Wave, Freewave & Freestyle Boards on offer! 2017
JP Australia Freestyle Wave FWS 93 / 102lt 2017

£0.00
£0.00
£1,199.00

JP Australia Magic Ride 111lt FWS 2015

£999.00

RRD Hardcore Wave 68 V4 Quad Ltd 2011

£599.00

RRD Hardcore Wave V5 2016

£1,099.00

RRD Wave Cult Quad V5 75 / 92 / 100lt Limited 2013

£1,150.00

Starboard Quad 84lt Carbon 2016

£999.00

JP's infamous Freestyle Wave boards have been popular with South Coast sailors and
the Hire Centres for so many years as they offer good early planing combined with
the manoeuvrability for playing on...
Magic by Name.. Magic by Nature! JP's version of the ever popular widestyle freeride
board has a slight difference in when you look at it you see a Slalom board.. whereas
with most others you see a f...
The RRD Hardcore Wave is a pure down the line waveboard which has been improved
year on year..for quite few years! The boards are sideshore biased but many south coast
riders who still prefer a narrow...
The RRD Hardcore Wave is a pure down the line waveboard which has been improved
year on year..for quite few years! The boards are sideshore biased but many south coast
riders who still prefer a narrow...
The Wider Wave board from RRD. The Wave Cult Quad V5 is a wave board for all
occasions. It's at it's best in what would be best described as Euro Wave conditions, but
the quad set up allows it to vent...
The Starboard Quads are not a dedicated sideshore wave board as many think. They
are in fact a good alround wave board and can deal with south and west coast UK
conditions admirably but like most boar...

Boards - Used
All of the Used Boards Not on the Site
Naish Sails Pro Wave 75lt Used (AD27) 2007

£0.00
£95.00

RRD Wave Cult 65lt Ltd (HVO25)

£140.00

RRD Wave Cult V6 Limited 104 Used CB84 2017

£795.00

Starboard AtomIQ 124lt Carbon Used (JC15) 2016

£795.00

Starboard Phantom 380 Used (RH)

£750.00

The Naish Pro Wave boards are one of those that the press have always been a bit reserved
about.. often described as for profficient sailors only.. but the feedback we always have received
from owners...
The RRD Wave Cult has been one of the most popular wave boards during the past 15 years.
The Cult from day one was a very easy board to ride, giving out as much as you put in.. and the nice
thing is t...
The RRD Wave Cult..what can you say! This has been one of the most popular board ranges on
the south coast since the millenium. It has won so many Tests and has got better and better over
the years.Th...
The AtomIQ is the freemove widestyle board from Starboard which competes directly with RRD's
Firemove, Fanatic Gecko to name just two. You would have to guess that the AtomIQ is likely to be
a tad fas...
This board belongs to a customer who has spent a while having it all renovated (Charlie Grey did
the structural repairs where ness) and has fitted new straps.. but unfortunately has not had the time
t...

Sails - New on Offer
All New Sails ON SALE!
RRD Wave Vogue MKIV 5.0m 2013

£0.00
£199.00

Surfladle Hi Fly Ride 5.5m & 5.7m

£99.00

Wave Vogue...for the alround wave sailor who wants to ride, jump and do the tricks.. oh.. and who also likes to hum a
Madonna song whilst doing it.. :}
RRD say..
The original favourite in the RRD...
The Hi-Fly Ride Rig Pack sail (allegedly made by North Sails) was the companys best quality rig pack sail until they
ceased production . It is light enough to make uphauling easy but has tough enoug...

Sails - Used
All Used Sails (not yet shown on the site)
Ezzy Sails Elite 4.2m Used 2015

£0.00
£239.00

Ezzy Sails Elite 4.5m 2014 Used CB84 2014

£195.00

North Hero ME 5.8m 2016

£240.00

ProLimit Mini Kids Junior Rig 2.5m (PB24) Used 2016

£90.00

RRD Four MK2 Wave 5.0m Used 2013

£165.00

RRD Gamma Mk2 3 Batten 4.2 / 4.7m Used 2015/16

£180.00

Severne Blade 3.0m Used SH14 2015

£229.00

The Elite 2015 is its third generation (including the Panther Elite) and due to the feedback that
came back from the Mk2, as well as the then all new 3 Batten Taka sails, it proved to be a great
sail...
The Elite 2014 is its second generation (including the Panther Elite) and the sail moved away
from the older Panther sails by becoming just Elite. Various cosmetic changes were made but
the main one w...
Norths lighter weight version of their Power Wave sail. The ME has less X-Ply material to make
the sail lighter in the hands but the use of a heavy grade of monofilm does not mean that the sail
is 'w...
The Mini Kid rigs offer super lightweight rigs for juniors (even a 3.5m adult rig is damned heavy
when used in light winds!) that make their initial sailing attempts easy as they are not struggling
wi...
Four battened wave sail designed with multi finned boards in mind, but works well on single
finned too. The Mk2 Four is powerful so some sailors think you can almost use a sail one size
smaller than y...
Three's company.. or it was as the 3.7m which came in with the quiver has now sold. The two
remaining are in great condition and as they are 3 batten sails their power output for their size is
amazing...
The Blades have been Severnes best selling wave sails in the UK to date. This particular sail is
in almost as good as new condition and will rig on a 370cm mast and std 140cm boom... a
perfect sail fo...
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Tushingham Rock 4.5m Used TM11 2013-2016

£180.00

Tushingham Storm Force 5.0m Used TM11 2012

£120.00

The Rock.. and this is the last version of these infamous Tushingham wave sails. A straight
forward Five Batten rotational sail designed for all conditions. This particular sail is in very good
condi...
The Storm has to be the most famous sail in the UK and this is the last version of these
infamous Tushingham freewave-freeride sails. Five Batten rotational sail designed for all
conditions and in thi...

Masts - New on Offer
Amex Amex Katana 65% RDM Mast 370cm 2012

£169.00

Neil Pryde X6 RDM 400 2011

£179.00

The Amex Katana is a reduced diameter pre-preg 65% carbon mast. Recommended for use in all
Wave, Freestyle and High Wind sails.
Neil Pryde description as below.

£199.00

- Reduced diameter (between X3 and X9 RDM) with a moderate wall thickness
- Construction Process: Filament Winding
- Carbon content: 50%
- For those looking for...
RRD's Carbon 60 RDM mast offers good performance with durability . RRD Say..

RRD Wave Vogue 430cm C60 RDM 2014

Tushingham Speed Pro 370cm 2013

£150.00

Tushingham Speed Pro 430cm 2013

£179.00

The Evoloution Wave Mast is a high performance RDM mast designed specifically for the use on
wave sails and the supersty...
A specialised version of the Ultimate Pro, aimed at the speed sailor. It&rsquo;s built to the same
spec&rsquo; as the Ultimate, but with bend curve numbers in the range 16.5 to 19 this is a flex top
m...
A specialised version of the Ultimate Pro, aimed at the speed sailor. It&rsquo;s built to the same
spec&rsquo; as the Ultimate, but with bend curve numbers in the range 16.5 to 19 this is a flex top
m...

Masts - Used
All USED MASTS IN STOCK TO BE ADDED SHORTLY

£85.00

Booms - New on Offer
MK Windsurfing Solus 150-250cm boom 2018

£165.00

North Silver HD Boom 140-190cm 2018

£199.00

The One Boom does all is back. For years the MK twin tail boom was the boom of choice for UK
Windsurfers as it covered all sail sizes. It is now available again and if you want a good boom at a
reason...
Silver Booms are manufactured using the BONDED.TECHNOLOGY (cannot be disassembled). The
new Silver HD series is equipped with the iFRONT 2, which features flex adjustment and automatic gate
closure wh...

Booms - Used
All USED BOOMS IN STOCK TO BE ADDED SHORTLY

£40.00

Extensions/Bases - New on Offer
Chinook Rubber UJ 1 Bolt North Pin 2012
North Power XT Mk2 Shox Extension SDM / RDM 2017

£39.00
£189.00

North SHOX.XTR Starplate 2011

£49.00

Offset bolt at track fitting end.
These are the latest in the line of North Power XT extensions, designed to make setting the
downhaul of your sail exact. The ability to add (or release) tension one click at a time means sail
setting ...

Fins & Foils - New on Offer
K4 Fins Fin Case

£18.95

They have thought of everything!!...
Could also be a nice case for the Go Pro type of camera and other related items??

Harnesses/Lines - New on Offer
Arrows Fixed Harness Line 20

£9.00

DaKine Chameleon Kite Convertible Harness 2015/6

£84.99

DaKine Maniac Sliding Spreader Bar with Pad
DaKine Spreader Bar and Pad Complete
DaKine Storm Seat Kitesurf Harness 2010

£10.00
£32.50
£35.00

DaKine T6 Windsurf Harness 2013/14

£99.00

Flying Objects Contour Waist Harness 2014/15

£99.00

The Storm is a good choice as a first time kitesurf harness, or for riders who cant get on with
a waist harness but do not want the movement restriction of a high back harness.
The New and Improved Thermo Form T6.
This harness now offers a more anatomic design, especially in the back panel where they have
added more curverture to aid support. The side panels have been alter...
Incredibly well priced harness for the specification..and comfortable too. Flying Objects say...

£89.00

The Contour has undergone further refinement that sees this harness become more of a
premium model i...
Flying Objects say...

Flying Objects Flight Control Kite Waist Harness 2016

One size only on Offer. Arrows fixed harness lines are fairly soft when set on the boom ie. they
swing. Boom tail piece has to be removed to attach these lines.
This is a harness that anyone new to kitesurfing should be made aware of. It has the positive
aspects of a waist ( nicer hook position) and the pros of a seat (does not slide up around your
chest).. a...
Kitesurfing sliding spreader bar which can be fitted to most DaKine kite harnesses.

The Flight Control is specifically designed with ultimate rider comfort as the number one priority.
Features like Air Cell Inner Skin, soft Neo edging and contoured load plate...
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Flying Objects Kite Seat Harness 2015/16

£79.99

Mystic Warrior Kite Harness 2013

£99.00

Neil Pryde 2D Waist Std. Harness 2009

£59.99

Neil Pryde 3D Pro Waist Std. Harness 2009

£69.99

Neil Pryde NP 3D Pro Waist 2013/14

£119.00

Simmer Mayhem Waist Harness 2014

£99.00

Very comfortable and supportive seat harness with a fairly low hook height . Flying Objects say...
Incorporating a moulded and layered pattern the Kite Seat provides maximum support through
the hip...
This is the fourth generation of Mystics best selling kite harness (even though the Mk has now
been removed from the name).
The changes for the mark four include added padding to the harness body and...
Text from Neil Pryde as not tested by us as yet.Ideal for use in waves, freestyle, or general
freeride cruising. Comfort support through shaping of the harness and an inside PE Board layer.
Soft EVA f...
Text from Neil Pryde as not tested by us as yet. Ideal for use in waves and freestyle. Maximum
dynamic support through NeilPryde&rsquo;s 3 layer 3D Shaping. Soft EVA foam ribs minimise
ride while sail...
The NP 3D offers maximum support and comfort thanks to its unique compact construction that
matches the concave shape of your lower back and wraps around perfectly. The Back Base
system gives suppor...
The Mayhem waist harness is designed specifically for riders who prefer the maneuverability
that a sliding hook has to offer, but saying that it can also be rigged as a fixed bar if prefered and
is id...

Waterwear - New on Offer
ION Claw Glove 2017-18

£32.95

ION Element 5/4mm DL 2017

£139.95

ION Flip Flops (Beach Sandal ) 2014
ION ISIS Amp 5/4mm FZ Lady 2016

£14.95
£169.00

ION Neo Top 2/1mm Short Sleeve 2015
ION Shelter Jacket 2017

£49.00
£135.95

ION Shelter Jacket 2015
ION Strike Amp Skin 4mm 2017

£99.00
£249.00

ION Strike Amp Zipless 4.5/3.5mm 2017

£229.00

Mystic Black Star 5/4mm 2013

£89.00

Mystic Force Drysuit 2012/13

£269.00

Mystic Legend 5/3mm 2016

£179.00

Sorry but these great kite gloves have gone up for 2017 but still a damned
good price for this type of glove!
Fine for kites and for SUP but in all honesty you 'may' find that these cause
the dead ha...
The Element is ION's entry level wind/SUP sports wetsuit which offers a
very good specification for the money. The suit is made with sealed seams
and has a full barrier behind the zip, so amazing valu...
Hard wearing flip flop from ION!
Not sure about the name but this is a Top End suit from ION for the
lady..sorry.. I mean 'Surf Chick'.. no I don't.. For the Lady who is looking to
stay out in the cold! . Ion say...
The ultimate s...
Great for warmer climate wear or for wearing under or over your suit.
Updated in 2016 with new materials,logos and a slight alteration to colours.
Is it as good as the old one though..? Yep..everyone seems happy with
them!
The most popular Rigging Jacket to date!
The Strike is ION's wetsuit range designed with the multisport owner in
mind. It is also popular with windsurfers who prefer the flexibilty of a double
lined suit. This particular suit is however sing...
The Strike is ION's wetsuit range designed with the multisport owner in
mind.This particular Strike has no zip, just a wider opening collar, so the
owner does need to be slightly 'flexible'. Once on t...
A suit designed for anyone who wants a multipurpose or price pointed
wetsuit offering a reasonable protection and warmth for 4 season use .
Mystic say..

The Black Start back zip suit maintains t...
The most popular Drysuit for Kitesurfing in 2011, the Force continues for
the winter of 2012 / 13 with changes to the fit and spec. Mystic also offer
thermal Long John and Vest undergarments to compl...
The Top End suit from Mystic for this winter designed for multi purpose
use. Fit seems to be good and customers say that this suit is definitely
WARM!
Mystic say..
Legend

Mystic Star 4/3mm Mens / Lady 2012

£89.00

Fast drying fullsuit...
A suit designed for anyone who wants a multipurpose or price pointed
wetsuit offering a reasonable protection and warmth for 3 season use (not
advisable for full winter conditions). Mystic say..

Mystic Star Back Zip 5/4mm 2016

£125.00

Th...
A suit designed for anyone who wants a multipurpose price pointed Back
Zip wetsuit offering a reasonable protection and level of warmth for 4
season use. Mystic say..

Mystic Star Front Zip 5/4mm 2016

£0.00

This is a wetsuit for a ver...
A suit designed for anyone who wants a multipurpose price pointed Front
Zip wetsuit offering a reasonable protection and level of warmth for 4
season use. Mystic say.. BUY ONE! :)

Neil Pryde Half Finger Amara Glove

£17.99

The Star suit m...
A very popular sailing or paddling glove due to its durability, soft feel and fit.
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NP Edge Wetsuit 5/4/3mm 2013

£159.00

NP suits are the New Look Neil Pryde suits for 2013. The branding has
changed to allow the suits to fit in more easily with sailors using other
brands of kit (as per North Wetsuits change to ION) but...
NP suits are the New Look Neil Pryde suits . The branding has changed
to allow the suits to fit in more easily with sailors using other brands of kit
(as per North Wetsuits change to ION) but the qual...
NP suits are the New Look Neil Pryde suits for 2013. The branding has
changed to allow the suits to fit in more easily with other brands of kit (as
per North Wetsuits change to ION) but the quality of...

NP Edge WIND 5/4/3mm 2016

£249.00

NP Mission 5/3mm Back Zip 2013

£139.00

ProLimit 2mm Double Lined Sealed Glove 2016/17
ProLimit Fusion DL 5/3mm 2016

£25.95
£0.00

ProLimit Hydrogen Skin 6/4mm 2016

£179.00

ProLimit Hydrogen Steamer LT Dry 2016

£269.00

ProLimit Mercury 6/4mm Front Zip 2018

£239.00

ProLimit Nordic Drysuit 2017

£259.00

ProLimit Pure Girl Fire Sleeveless Shorty 2015

£26.00

RRD Celcius 5/4/3mm Back Zip 2014

£129.00

RRD Fahrenheit 5/4/3mm Back Zip 2018

£312.00

Sola Blaze DL 5/4mm 2016

£89.00

Sola Star Lady DL 5/4mm 2016

£89.00

A budget winter weight suit for all forms of watersports! This suit has
everything you need for Spring-Summer-Autumn and also Winter when
used with an under vest or short jane.

Spartan Extreme Dry Zip Mens and Ladies Cyclone Dry Zip 6/5/4mm in 12
2013

£179.00

Xcel Wetsuits Axxis 3/2mm Fullsuit X2 Zip 2017

£169.00

Xcel Wetsuits Drylock 5/4/3mm 2014/2015

£279.00

Xcel Wetsuits Infiniti 3mm Fullsuit X-Zip Wind Series

£145.00

Xcel Wetsuits Kids Rash Vest Short Sleeve 2012
Xcel Wetsuits Rash Vest Long Sleeve Ink Blue / White

£10.00
£27.95

Xcel Wetsuits Ventx Hybred Wet Shirt Long Sleeve Charcoal

£27.99

Xcel Wetsuits X Flex Mens Short John

£39.00

The ideal choice for those who want to be on the water throughout the
winter..and stay warm! Premature cold and tiredness due to water ingress
into the suit reduces your time on the water. This suit c...
Xcel suits were originally made only for US Special Forces applications,
but they were far to good just for military use, so they eventually released
them on to the retail market. Although this is cla...
Xcel suits were originally made only for US Special Forces applications,
but they were far to good just for military use, so they eventually released
them on to the retail market.
The Drylock is the...
Xcel suits were originally made only for US Special Forces applications,
but they were far to good just for military use, so they eventually released
them on to the retail market. Although the Infinit...
Heavy grade material rash vest with low collar.
Heavy grade material rash vest with low collar. Lycra binding on waist and
sleeve openings. Loop for attaching to your shorts.
Ventx looks more like a normal material than plain lycra which makes it far
more wearable as an external of Rash / Sun protection shirt. Great for SUP.
Xcel say..
Breathable Ventx 4-way stretch fab...
The Xcel X-Flex 2mm Short John gives your arms more freedom than a
regular springsuit. It has wind-resistant Ultrastretch (single lined / mesh)) in
the front and back chest panels with a Velcro should...

A budget but winter weight suit for all forms of watersports! The interior zip
barrier is the key to keeping yopu away from the cold water and this suit
has that feature. Nice colours too!
Pro Limit...
Please Note. You will pay almost twice this much for a single lined suit in
2017!
The Wind Chill prevention wetsuit from Pro Limit. The Single Lined Mesh
rubber means you can stand around on the bea...
This has to be one of the best types of Dry come Wetsuit available as it
marries up the two versions of winter suits allowing maximum warmth and
movement in the upper suit but withpuit the worry and a...
An incredibly warm and soft wetsuit for the money. The material is quick
dry and the build quality is exactly what you would expect from one of the
longest standing Dutch wetsuit manufacturers.. come...
This high quality super light (Medium weighs 0.8kg) Drysuit is now
available at an amazing price. Breathability is reported back as excellent
by two owners. Front zip means 'no mates needed' to zip yo...
The Prolimit fire wetsuit sleeveless shorty 2mm is designed for comfort in
warm water conditions. It features Flatlock construction for durability and is
made of Ultimax Neoprene with a Titanium layer...
RRD Wetsuits are a reasonably new brand, but they have gained
popularity over the last three years. The suits are super flexible and have
proved to be warm as well (for their construction and materia...
RRD Wetsuits are a reasonably new brand to th world of rubber but they
are catching up quick. The suits are super flexible and have now proved
themselves to be warm as well (feedback from local custom...
A budget winter weight suit for all forms of watersports! This suit has
everything you need for Spring-Summer-Autumn and also Winter when
used with an under vest or short john.

SUP/Surf/Skim - New on Offer
All New On SALE SUP Boards not yet shown on the site!
Fanatic Pro Wave Ltd / HRS SUP Boards on Offer 2016

£0.00
£699.00

Paddleport Paddle Port 2015

£9.95

Red Paddle Co 3/4 EVA Deck Pad for SUP Board

£60.00

The board for those who love playing in the surf and want a fast board with a narrow tail for
tight turns (but you will need a wave to do this... :) All of that fun at this price.. you could
have two!...
This could be for you if your paddle is getting in the way at some point during your day! No
idea how well the 3M pad works as yet but have screwed one to the counter to allow
customers to check it ou...
A self adhesive and shaped EVA deck pad designed for SUP boards (with Starboard AST
White models in mind). The one shown (fitted onto a Starboard Drive AST White board) was
the first time for us and...
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Red Paddle Co Junior Adjustable Alloy SUP Paddle

£49.00

Red Paddle Co Vario Alloy 2 Part Adj. SUP Paddle 2015

£55.00

RRD AIR EVO Inflatable SUP 2018

£559.00

RRD Dynamic Carbon 70/82 Paddle . Adjustable

£189.00

The adjustable paddle for a youngster to start off their SUP career.
This 2 part paddle will not fit into the bag but if you are not worried about that then it is lighter
than a 3 part. Red Paddle...
The adjustable paddle to start off your SUP career and to keep for all of your friends to use.
The soft blade edges will do very little damage to your board whilst you are making typical
Newcomer err...
This is a super light SUP board and one suited for lighterweight riders (sub 75kg in our
opinion). The single skin construction keeps the weight down and the low inflation pressure
means a fairly easy...
These Dynamic Paddles are now exceptionally good value for money. Their weight for an
adjustable at 70% carbon is very good and the blade size is spot on for todays faster
cadence paddling techniques....

SUP/Surf/Skim - Used
All Used SUP Boards not shown on site as yet

£0.00

DVDs and Books - New on Offer
Stoked Publications Kite and Windsurfing Guide Europe

£27.95

THE KITE AND WINDSURFING GUIDE EUROPE spans 15 countries, more than 35,000
kilometres of coastline and over 1,600 spots. Includes select local knowledge of wind and
waves, plus conditions on the water...

Clothing and Eyewear - New on Offer
Reef Flip Flops / Girls / Sandy 2011-12

£18.00

Reefs are probably the best sandal in the world for longevity and reliability. Most people only replace them
when the soles are worn right through or for sanitary reasons!

Dive and Wakeboarding - New on Offer
Base Watersports Unite 135 Wakeboard

£189.00

A three stage rocker lined bi-directional wakeboard suitable for Newcomer to Intermediate riders of up to
approx. 80kg in weight. The bindings are simple to fit and have one pull lace to tighten. Cho...

£99.00

The only stick to use when paddling your Handcrafted Surf Style Skateboard from Huntingdon Beach, USA..
or any other landboard come to that!! Hamboards say...

Skate - New on Offer
Hamboards Street Sweeper Land Paddle

If you are looking for a stick to shov...
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